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Abstract When the mtDNA profile of a crime scene
matches that of a suspect, it is necessary to determine the
probability of a chance match by consulting the frequencies of the identified allele in a “reference population”.
The ceiling principle suggests that that population should
be chosen in which the allele of the suspect is found at the
highest frequency, in order to give the suspect the maximum benefit of doubt. Recently, we advocated the use of
a worldwide mitochondrial database combined with a geographical information system to identify the regions of
the world with the highest frequencies of matching
mtDNA types. Here, we demonstrate that the alternative
approach of defining a ceiling reference population on
the basis of continent or phenotype (race) is too coarse
for a non-negligible percentage of mtDNA control region
types.
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Introduction
Mitochondrial DNA control region typing often is the last
resort in forensic and ancient DNA cases where the
amount of intact DNA may be greatly reduced. The high
copy number of mtDNA ensures a better PCR amplification success rate over nuclear loci, but mtDNA inherently
has a serious disadvantage: mitochondrial profiles are not
unique but shared by many maternally related humans unless mutations have occurred. Therefore, when the mtDNA
profile of a crime scene or in a maternity case matches
that of a suspect or the putative parent, it is especially important to determine the probability of a chance match by
consulting the frequencies of the identified alleles in a
“reference population”. According to the ceiling principle
(National Research Council Committee 1992), in general
that reference population should be chosen in which the
allele of the suspect is found at highest frequency in order
to give the suspect the maximum benefit of doubt. We
have previously argued (Röhl et al. 2001) that a worldwide database search of exact and closest genetic matches
to a given sequence can assist in the choice of a geographically defined reference population, which incidentally may or may not correspond to populations defined
by culture (language) or phenotype (race). Thus our approach differs from the usual practice of basing the reference population database on language or ethnic group
(Wittig et al. 2000) or phenotype (e.g. Melton et al. 2001).
In contrast to a DNA profile based on multiple independently inherited loci (where the recommendations published in NRC 1996 apply), any single locus such as
mtDNA can immediately lose any relationship between
phenotype and genotype when admixture has occurred in
the maternal line at any time in the past. Secondly, even if
admixture can be discounted, we would expect a pooling
of mtDNA types into Caucasoids, Hispanics etc., to be too
coarse in many instances. This is because evolutionarily
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young alleles would have had less time to spread than
evolutionarily older alleles. For example, an Italian suspect whose mtDNA matches the crime stain might have
an mtDNA type created by mutation only a few thousand
years ago in Italy and consequently rare in the rest of Europe. In this case, the chance matching probability determined from a general Caucasoid database would appear to
strengthen the case against him. We proposed instead
(Röhl et al. 2001) that the choice of the reference population should be geographic and should be based on the
genotype actually identified in each case (cf. NRC 1992),
or if exact matches are absent in the database, on close
matches to the genotype.
It has been argued, particularly in the case of European
DNA, that there is no significant subcontinental geographic structure in mtDNA control region sequences
(Pult et al. 1994; Cavalli-Sforza and Minch 1997; Simoni
et al. 2000; but see Helgason et al. 2001) and the widespread occurrence of even specifically European branches
of the evolutionary mtDNA tree (e.g. haplogroup V in
Torroni et al. 1998) might appear to support this contention. However, the former studies are based on summary statistics of entire samples and the latter study is intentionally based on a phylogenetic grouping of different
control region sequences. Neither approach therefore directly answers the question of how many mtDNA control
region types are expected to have a local distribution. To
address this issue, we present here a database tool within
the mtDNA database “mtradius” which attempts to distinguish geographically widespread sequence types from
more localised ones. In this procedure, an mtDNA sequence is entered, for which the most similar genotypes
are searched, the identified best matches are then geographically summarised by a trigonometrically determined centre of gravity of genotype frequencies, the database tool then attempts to quantify the geographic dispersion using the standard deviation associated with the centre of gravity. We explore the properties of the method
with mtDNA sequences from 100 individuals randomly
drawn worldwide and then test the conclusions by applying the method to a German village sample of 1,123 individuals (Pfeiffer et al. 2001) and to a new sample of 159
west Sicilians as a negative control for the Germans.

Subjects and methods
Terminology
In the forensic and anthropological literature, the terms “race”,
“ethnic group” and “population” are used with conflicting meanings. To avoid confusion, we adhere to the following definitions:
“race” signifies a group of individuals sharing a set of heritable
phenotypic traits (Nature Genetics editorial 2000); the term is not
defined by genetic diversity (Lewontin 1972); “ethnic group” signifies a group of individuals who identify themselves as members
of one group (Weber 1922), e.g. on the basis of language, culture,
race or religion; the term is not a euphemism for “race”. “Population” signifies a group of individuals at one moment in time sharing at least one characteristic (e.g. place of residence) defined by
the researcher; it is neither a euphemism for “race”, nor do we nec-

essarily imply a unit of genetic continuity through time or a randomly mating endogamous unit, though this narrower definition is
commonly used in theoretical population genetics.

Samples and sequencing
For the database analyses, the “mtradius” database (Röhl et al.
2001) was supplemented with new mtDNA sequences from 473
Sicilians (including 106 sequences from Castellamare published
by Calì et al. 2001) and 83 Greeks sequenced in Troina and in
Thessaloniki, as well as 522 Sicilians sequenced in Tartu. For the
sequencing in the Troina laboratory, blood samples were obtained
from healthy blood donors of both sexes, selected for third-generation maternal ancestry from the towns of Piazza Armerina (n =
42), Sciacca (n = 80), Troina (n = 100), Caccamo (n = 56), Ragusa
(n = 56), and Butera (n = 33). Blood samples from 83 Greeks
whose ancestry was traced for three generations were obtained
from the following regions: Argolis (n = 15), east Crete (n = 10),
east Macedonia (n = 13), Euboea (n = 15), Chios (n = 15) and
Lakonia (n = 15).
Samples for sequencing in the Tartu laboratory were obtained
from donors who had traced their maternal origins to diverse locations within the following provinces: Agrigento (n = 79), Catania
(n = 81), Caltanissetta (n = 69), Enna (n = 4), Messina (n = 61),
Palermo (n = 76), Ragusa (n = 3), Siracusa (n = 83) and Trapani (n
= 52). A further 10 individuals originated from mainland Italy.
Two of Sicily’s nine provinces, underrepresented in the Tartu data
(Ragusa and Enna provinces), are represented by the towns of
Troina (province of Enna) and Ragusa (province of Ragusa) in the
data from the Troina laboratory, providing a complete geographic
coverage of the island.
The numbering of nucleotide positions follows that of Anderson et al. (1981). Sequencing of the mtDNA control region from
np16023 to at least np16391 was performed in the Troina laboratory as previously described (Calì et al. 2001), and in the region
from np16024 to np16392 by the Tartu laboratory according to the
standard protocol of Amersham-Pharmacia MegaBace and ABI
377 (Perkin Elmer). The sequencing results for the samples from
Agrigento province, Sciacca, and Greece are shown in Table 1.

Database functions
The geographic information system “mtradius” identifies the closest matches to a given sequence and displays the geographic distribution of the closest matches on a world map as a centre of gravity with a standard deviation. The current database (a previous version was described by Röhl et al. 2001) comprises mtDNA control
region sequences of 17,332 individuals, including the 1,064 Sicilians and Greeks sequenced for this study. Those sequences that
were taken from the literature were extensively researched to identify and eliminate inadvertently published duplications and errors
as well as non-representative sequences (e.g. intentionally preselected by haplogroup status). The majority of individuals, namely
14,812, were sequenced in the range from nucleotide position (np)
16093 to np16362 (numbering as in Anderson et al. 1981) in the
hypervariable region 1 (HVR1). Hence we chose this range for determining the geographic centres of gravity for each mtDNA sequence. Of the 14,812 individuals we classified 11,893 individuals
to be representative, with adequate geographic documentation and
with less than 6 ambiguous nucleotides within the sequence. Our
aim is to distinguish geographically widespread sequences from
more localised ones. The following procedure defines a centre of
gravity for which a dispersion (standard deviation) is calculated.
The centre of gravity, i.e. the weighted average geographical location (expressed as a longitude and a latitude) of a set of best
matches is calculated as follows: the mtDNA sequence database is
first reduced to an operational database by specifying sequence
length and sequence quality, the latter identifiable by annotation
and by the number of ambiguous nucleotides. The operational
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database contains a finite set X of taxa x with frequencies fx, coordinates longitude lonx ∈ [-π, π] and latitude latx ∈ [-π/2, π/2] and
a set Cx of character states differing from the published sequence
of Anderson et al. (1981). The queried sequence s differs in characters Cs from Anderson et al. (1981). Each character c from the
union C of all sets Cx, x∈X is weighted with weight wc which is set
by default to 1 for all characters except for certain inconsistently
scored length polymorphisms, which are set to zero by default
(Röhl et al. 2001).
The set M of best matches within the database is calculated as
follows:
M = { x ∈ X d ( x , s ) = Min{d ( x , s ) x ∈ X }} where d ( x , s ) =

∑

c ∈C s ∪ C x ∧
c ∉C s ∩ C x

wc

Put simply, the set M is the set of taxa within the database having
the minimum distance to the sequence s where the distance between two sequences is calculated as the sum of weights of different character states.
To calculate the centre of gravity, all taxa within the set M are
transformed into vectors within the three-dimensional Euclidian
vector space, taking radius 1 (as the Earth’s radius is irrelevant for
geographical coordinates):
 x1   cos(lon x ) × cos(lat x )
x =  x 2  =  sin (lon x ) × cos(lat x ) 
  

 x3  

sin (lat x )

~
Furthermore the relative frequency fx in the local grid square is calculated as follows:
 f x if F ≥ 20
x

f˜x =  Fx
0.05 × f x otherwise

where:
Fx =

∑ fk

k ∈K

with
lat x – 0.5 × gridheight ≤ lat k < lat x + 0.5 × gridheight , 

K = k ∈ X

lon x – 0.5 × gridwidth ≤ lonk < lon x + 0.5 × gridwidth 


In other words Fx is the sum of frequencies of taxa within the database inside the grid square harbouring match x at its centre. Sample sizes of less than 20 are downweighted.
The vector of the centre of gravity within the vector space is
then given by:
∑ f˜ × x
g=

x ∈M

∑

x ∈M

x

.
f˜x × x

Note that vector g has unit length. The vector of the centre of gravity is transformed to geographical coordinates by:
g 
long = arctan  2 
 g1 
lat g = arcsin( g3 )

The weighted average standard deviation from the centre of gravity is determined by calculating the great circle distance, using the
high-precision Haversine formula (Sinnott 1984), between the centre of gravity and each location of a best match, by squaring each
distance to a match and multiplying it by its local frequency, and
then by extracting the square root of the sum of squares.

Results
For any given human mtDNA control region sequence,
mtradius interpolates, between local allele frequencies
available in the database, a centre of gravity which serves
as a reference point for a dispersion estimate. In order to
confirm whether the centre of gravity captures a biologically meaningful property, we tested whether it might estimate the location of a queried sequence. The accuracy of
this estimated location will depend on several factors, including sequencing quality in the database (cf. Röhl et al.
2001), sample coverage in the database, mutational parallelisms and choice of the interpolation procedure. Assuming that the attested maternal ancestry of an individual
may be approximated by the location of the centre of
gravity of his or her mtDNA type, we tested the reliability
of our estimated locations by deleting 100 individuals of
known origin (as defined in Röhl et al. 2001) at random
from the database and then searching for their mtDNA sequence in the remaining database. The deviation (in kilometres) of the estimated from the real maternal geographic origins of these 100 individuals can be seen on the
X-axis of Fig. 1. The average accuracy is 2,027 km and
40% of individuals are located within 0–1,000 km of their
actual origins and 66% within 0–2,000 km. These results
indicate that the centres of gravity generally yield plausible locations for the maximal frequencies of specific alleles, at least on the continental scale.
The current geographic spread of an allele depends on
the evolutionary age of the allele, the migration rate and
on the mutation rate. In order to distinguish widespread
mtDNA types, where the assumption of a continental spread
might be sufficiently accurate, from locally spread mtDNA
types, for which a local database needs to be consulted before calculating matching frequencies, the mtradius programme offers a standard deviation for each centre of
gravity. The standard deviation for the worldwide sample
of 100 individuals is given on the Y-axis of Fig. 1 and as
expected, the least-squares regression correlates positively (r = 0.48) with the empirically determined deviation (X-axis). Note the concentration of genotypes that
have a dispersion of about 1,500 km around their centre of
gravity. Many of them represent founder types for whole
continents, such as the Cambridge reference sequence,
other H sequences and the basic K sequence which are
prehistoric founder types for Europe (Richards et al.
1996). A threshold of e.g. 600 km of standard deviation
distinguishes these widespread sequences from more local
ones below in the plot of Fig. 1. Inevitably, some widespread sequences slip through the 600 km-dispersion “filter” due to inadequate sampling or due to human migration, namely those sequences empirically found to be up
to several thousand kilometres distant from the estimated
centre of gravity; these erratics are entered in the bottom
right rectangle of the diagram below the dotted 600 km
line. From the forensic point of view, these potential misclassifications would result in the choice of a local database rather than a continental one, but this choice would

Table 1 mtDNA sequences found in western Sicily and in Greece (sca Sciacca, agr province of Agrigento, eub Euboea, kio Chios, ecr east

Crete, arg Argolis, emc east Macedonia, lak Lakonia)

Table 1 (continued)
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Fig. 1 Estimated dispersions
(Y-axis) and differences between actual and estimated locations (X-axis) for each of
100 mtDNA types randomly
drawn from the worldwide
mtDNA database. The dispersion is expressed as a standard
deviation around the centre of
gravity of the genetically closest mtDNA matches (see Methods) after elimination from the
database of the randomly
drawn mtDNA types

Fig. 2 Global centres of gravity for 1,123 mtDNA sequences
from one north German village.
Each circle represents a centre
of gravity for a sequence type
found in the German village,
with the circle area proportional to the number of villagers with that sequence. Only
those centres of gravity with
estimated dispersions of less
than 600 km are shown.
Twelve villagers have their
centres of gravity in Asia, and
two villagers have their centres
of gravity in Africa and thus do
not appear on the map

typically not work against the suspect if the sequence indeed were widespread; the choice would operate in favour
of the suspect if the misclassification were due to an exceptional migration event or parallel mutation event. An
ambiguous search result is obtained when exact matches
are not found in the database and the next best matches
are geographically widespread: whether or not the queried
mtDNA type is localised cannot then be answered without
enlarging the database.
The validity of our distinction between local and widespread types can be demonstrated by geographically analysing the mtDNA of 1,123 males with German family names

sampled from a single village in north Germany, near
Brunswik (Pfeiffer et al. 2001). In the first step, we deleted
the 1,123 German villagers from the database and then
queried each villager one by one. Of the total of 1,123 villagers, 174 have mtDNA types whose dispersion is estimated by mtradius to be less than 600 km around the estimated centre of gravity. When these 174 “low-dispersion”
centres of gravity are plotted on a map (Fig. 2), it is reassuring to see that 68 (6.1%) of individuals cluster their low-dispersion centres of gravity in and around Germany whereas
106 individuals have their low-dispersion centres of gravity
elsewhere – proportions suggested above in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3 Global centres of gravity for 159 mtDNA sequences
from the Province of Agrigento
(west Sicily) including the
town of Sciacca. Each circle
represents a centre of gravity
for a sequence type found in
the Agrigentini, with the circle
area proportional to the number
of Agrigentini with that sequence. Eight centres are located in Asia and three in
Africa and therefore do not appear on this map. The circle
shading indicates the standard
deviation in kilometres of a
centre of gravity as calculated
by mtradius

Incidentally, the overall centre of gravity for the major
cluster of low-dispersion centres of gravity in Fig. 2 is a
point near Frankfurt, only 280 km distant from the village.
In other words it appears possible to locate an unknown
population sample (even a modern mixed one as in this
case) fairly accurately on the basis of their mtDNA types,
which will be of interest for population genetic applications. In the German example, there are also minor clusters around Kurdistan, south Italy, Spain and Britain,
which contain an average of 13 individuals per cluster
(1.2% of the total sample, compared to 6.1% for the German cluster). Even if we take the extreme view that all
these minor clusters are artefacts of the database coverage
and of the interpolation procedure rather than real evidence of recent migration, then the signal-to-noise ratio of
the cluster criterion for identifying sample origins would
be 5:1 in this case, which appears quite useful considering
the very short length (270 bp) of HVR1 sequences.
It may be argued that the clustering of centres of gravity in Germany might be an artefact of the relatively good
sample coverage in and around Germany in the database
(of the 4,006 active sequences between Iceland and
Turkey, nearly 900 are from Germany, Austria, Switzerland and north Italy). To explore this possibility, we
analysed in the same way 159 west Sicilians (from Sciacca and the surrounding Province of Agrigento) as a negative control. As can be seen in Fig. 3, only one Sicilian
has a centre of gravity in Germany, while the rest cluster
in Sicily and elsewhere. Uneven sample coverage therefore does not appear to be a major confounding factor. In
the Sicilian analysis (Fig. 3) we have also included those
centres of gravity whose dispersion is estimated to be

greater than 600 km. Most (93%) of these cluster in or
around Europe, clearly identifying the west Sicilians as
European, while a few centres of gravity are found to be
typical African (3 Sicilians, i.e. 2%) or Asian (8 Sicilians,
i.e. 5%) sequences even though the Sicilians were traced
maternally to the Province of Agrigento for two or three
generations. This underlines that phenotype is not an infallible guide to a reference population harbouring maximal allele frequency.
In some cases, a centre of gravity interpolated into an
unsampled area can be a useful indication for a hitherto
unsampled frequency maximum. However, it should be
understood that a standard deviation associated with a
centre of gravity will not represent elongated distributions
of mtDNA matches very well; the interpolation should
therefore not be used without first consulting the geographic spread of relative frequencies, included as an option in the database.

Conclusions
Using the presently available mtDNA database, it is straightforward to assign mtDNA types to their continent of origin in the great majority of cases (average accuracy of
about 2,000 km) and many of these sequences can be
shown to be widespread within their respective continents, allowing the choice of a continental database for
maximum chance matching probabilities when a suspect’s
mtDNA matches that of a crime stain. There is however a
residue (approximately 5–10% in European HVR1 sequences) of locally dispersed mtDNA types, in which
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case a local population database should be chosen when
calculating chance matching in order to give the suspect
the maximum benefit of doubt.
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